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WELCOME!

We look forward to having you  
play with us at Arena Sports!

This story book will help you get ready 
for your trip to our Inflatable FunZone!
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I am going to Arena Sports to play in the  
Inflatable FunZone.

The Inflatable FunZone has a bunch of fun 
bouncy houses for people to jump on.

ARENA SPORTS
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When I arrive I will walk into the lobby and 
look for the sign that tells me 

where to check in.

ARRIVAL
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When I walk into the lobby it might be 
noisy. I can cover my ears if it is too loud.

I will see big soccer fields. There might 
be people on the fileds. It’s ok for me to 

watch, but I can’t run onto the fields.

ARRIVAL
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We need to check in at the front desk in the 
lobby before playing in the FunZone.

The adults have to sign papers and pay, but 
if I’m patient it won’t take long. 

CHECK-IN
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At the front desk I will get a wristband, it’s 
a special ticket I will wear on my wrist. 

Someone will help me put it on.

I have to keep this on so everyone knows I 
am here to play. 

WRISTBANDS
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I will follow the arrows around the corner 
to the FunZone!

I will show my wristband to the adult at the 
FunZone entrance so they know  

I am here to play!

FUNZONE TIME!
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I need to take my shoes off and put away 
my toys and jacket. 

I can follow the green arrow to the  
cubbies to put my things away. 

I have to keep my socks on so I can play!

CUBBIES
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The are lots of ins and outs in the FunZone!

I can follow the arrows to go in, but if 
there’s a STOP sign, I can only go out!

DIRECTIONS
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Other STOP signs tell me I can’t go into 
those places at all - it could be dangerous.

DIRECTIONS
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If the FunZone gets too noisy and I need a 
break, I can tell an adult and take a break 

in the Quiet Zone. 

The Quiet Zone is in the FunZone,  
so I can go right back to playing when  

I’m ready!

QUIET ZONE
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If I need to use the restroom,  
I will tell an adult. 

I don’t have to go far!  The restrooms are 
just around the corner, right next to  

the FunZone. 

RESTROOMS
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When I am all done playing in the  
FunZone, I will get ready to leave. I will get 

all my things out of the cubbies. 

 I may feel sad to leave the FunZone,  
but I will be able to come back and play 

another day. 

GOING HOME
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When I have all my things, I will walk 
around the desk to the front door. 

I need to be careful at the doors! There 
could be cars, so I will wait with the adults 
and look both ways before going with them.

GOING HOME
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COME AGAIN!

We hope you had fun  
and join us again soon!


